Abstract
15
Four possible sources of bias in the subjective perceptual reports were examined in the 16 current study: 1) imperfect understanding of the instructions by the listener, such as confusion 17 about how to categorize and respond to the various perceived patterns; 2) the listener voluntarily 18 biasing their perception; 3) susceptibility to implicit expectations attributed to the experimenter.
19
That is, beyond possible confusion/errors in reporting their percepts (point 1), listeners may bias 20 their perception explicitly then report it truthfully (point 2) or bias either their perception or the 21 report of it due to perceived implicit expectations (point 3). In a follow-up experiment, we also Imperfect understanding of the instructions can be tested by including catch trials in the 3 experimental design. Catch trials for the auditory streaming paradigm were created by using 4 parameter combinations that strongly promote one of the perceptual alternatives. Participants 5 who did not reliably detect the patterns on which they were trained can be rejected based on their 6 catch trial matching (CTM) accuracy. However, the rejection criterion is largely arbitrary. 7 Therefore, we assessed the effects of the rejection criterion on intra-individual consistency in the 8 subjective perceptual reports. The underlying assumption was that participants who did not fully 9 understand, remember, or follow the instructions would not report their perception in a consistent 10 manner.
11
For testing the effects of voluntary perceptual biasing, listeners were instructed to either 12 hold each percept for as long as they could or to switch to another percept as soon as they could.
13
Both of these instructions have been found to affect the rate of switching between the perceptual 14 alternatives for visual bi-stable configurations (for holding percepts as long as possible, see e.g., 15 Toppino, 2003; for switching as often as possible, see e.g., van Ee, van Dam, & Brouwer, 2005) . 16 In the auditory modality, Pressnitzer and Hupé (2006) tested the effects of instructing 17 participants to hold on to either the integrated or the segregated percept for as long as they could.
18
They found that switching between alternatives occurred even in this case. They also found that Listeners reporting their perception in a biased way due to perceived implicit 8 expectations from the experimenters is an example of the social desirability bias (SDB) For assessing the effects of implicit expectations attributed to the experimenter, we 8 assumed that listeners with a higher tendency for SDB would be more susceptible to possible 9 implicit expectations and thus the bias would induce some systematic tendencies in the variables 10 extracted from the subjective reports as a function of the level of SDB. Therefore, using 11 correlation analysis and regression models, we assessed the effects of SDB on the variables 12 extracted from the subjective reports. In addition, to estimate the effects of SDB at the group 13 level, we systematically rejected increasing numbers of listeners with the highest SDB from the 14 group and compared the results across the remaining (overlapping) groups (i.e., simulating the 15 effects of excluding participants on the basis of high SDB). 2 
16
Finally, in a follow-up study, we wished to verify that the responses of the listeners' were 17 in fact based on their perception of the sounds by comparing the switching patterns produced reports were not compared with random button presses.
5
In summary, the aim of the current study is to assess the validity of subjective reports in training continued in blocks of six sequences separated by short silent intervals. The first 13 sequence was 1 minute long and its parameters were identical to those used in the experiment. . Finally, they received another three blocks, again with the neutral instructions. In the main experiment, the auditory streaming segment consisted of the training part were instructed to hold on to each percept as long as they could (Hold condition) and for the 13 other three blocks, participants were instructed to switch to another percept as fast as they could
14
(Switch condition). In both of these conditions, participants were instructed to continue to report 15 their perception faithfully (i.e., they were asked to bias their perception, not their reporting 16 behavior). The order of these two biased conditions was counterbalanced between participants. In the follow-up experiment, participants first performed the random conditions. They 4 were instructed to switch between the three combinations of button states described for the pilot 5 and the main experiments (i.e., one or the other or both buttons depressed) randomly (Random-6 Neutral condition). Next they were instructed to either switch more often (Random-Switch 7 condition), or less often (Random-Hold condition) between the button states than they did in the 8 first condition. During these three blocks (4 minutes, each), participants listened to the same 9 sound sequences as were presented in the main experiment. They were informed that the sounds 10 were not related to their task. After the random conditions, participants completed the training 11 for reporting their perception in the auditory streaming paradigm. The training was identical to 12 that described for the main experiment, except that the duration of the last training block was perception is reported) that were shorter than 300 ms were discarded because these were 2 assumed to result from small inaccuracies when switching between key combinations (i.e., when 3 the response mapping requires changing two keys simultaneously, synchronization between the 4 two movements is usually imperfect, resulting in a short phase with a third key combination; see Transition matrices were constructed from the resulting records using the method Greenhouse-Geisser ε correction factor. perceptual reports across the blocks (high intra-individual inconsistency).
13
For assessing the effects of the participant exclusion criterion, we reassessed the It is possible that participants assumed that each of the perceptual alternatives should be
18
reported with approximately equal probability. This assumption was tested using a Chi-squared showed significant interactions with the main effect of task instructions.
In addition, the effects of SDB were tested with independent correlations between the expected Hold<Neutral<Switch effect in both cases (TABLE III) . 
IV. DISCUSSION

12
The aim of the pilot experiment was to test whether it is possible to record a set of 
21
(2014), without the need to employ a time-consuming multi-session experimental design. In the following paragraphs, the results related to the three potential biasing factors are 10 discussed. When recording subjective reports, it is especially important to find a way to exclude subjective reports within the current experiment.
8
If the level of susceptibility to SDB was low in our sample (compared to the overall 9 population), it would explain the lack of observed SDB effects. sample did not substantially differ from the larger one. Thus the explanation of the lack of SDB 17 effect being due to the small sample size is unlikely. In sum, the current study constitutes a reasonably simple paradigm for studying intra- individual consistency and inter-individual differences in auditory multistable perception.
Perceptual reports differed from random button presses, thus it seems likely that listeners 9 responded to the experimental stimuli. Further, we have tested three major sources that could 10 possibly bias subjective perceptual reports collected within the auditory streaming paradigm. We 
